


INTRODUCING ME
20 years in digital marketing. Experienced in a range of e- 
commerce sectors utilising the Shopify and WordPress 
platforms. Focused on delivering success for ethical brands.



INTRODUCING ETHICLY
A new breed of digital agency, bringing together a range of 
experienced freelance professionals to help brands “for 
good” achieve their digital objectives, cost effectively.
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GOOGLE’S MISSION
To organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and 
useful. 

WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOU
• Relevance is essential!
• Be the best at what you do.
• Make everything quick and easy for Google.
• Use Google tools to support you.



CORE NEW OUTREACH

TYPES OF CONTENT
TO LEVERAGE ORGANIC SEARCH



CORE

OPTIMISE FOR SUCCESS
What is core content?
● Core content is typically content that has a long shelf life. Think 

your Homepage, Products, Collections and About sections.

Optimise for Organic
● Know your target audience. 
● Research and select relevant keywords they would use to find 

your products.
● Align these keywords to pages on your website.
● Optimise onpage factors (meta, urls, headers, content, images, 

internal links).



NEW

BLOG TO KEEP IT FRESH
Audience
● Blogs provide fresh content for your audience to engage with on site 

and support driving repeat visits.

Social
● Blogs provide content for you to post about in Social Media to 

encourage your audience to revisit the website.

Organic Search
● Blogs provide fresh content for Google to index and allow for internal / 

external links to be built. And of course posts build relevance for your 
business.



MAKE IT READABLE
• Write a catchy title for the blog post to entice readership from Social 

Media and on your website.
• Look to have a clear heading structure (H2, H3, H4)  throughout the post 

to break the content into easy to read sections.
• Make the key point for each section at the top of the paragraph, so if the 

document is skim read the important points are read.
• Break content up further using bullet points, quotes and different 

formatting to engage throughout the post.
• Where possible include images and video to support the content and 

provide the user with high impact breaks from reading.

A Great Resource 
Enchanted Marketing offer a great blogging resource to help you write posts 
with engaging copy. Well worth a read to find out how to write with 
personality.

https://www.enchantingmarketing.com/category/blog/


MAXIMISE SEARCH 
VALUE
• Write at least 400 to 600 words – length is strength here.
• Prepare a meta description that provides outline of the blog content - 

up to 115 characters.
• Optimise the blog title to be 55 characters if you can write it separately 

to the post title.
• Promote and link to at least one other Blog to encourage the user to 

read more content.
• Promote and link to at least two product pages per post.
• Link to at least one external website that is relevant to the topic.
• All links should be written into the copy of the post rather than be linked 

from the bottom of the post.
• Anchor text of the links should blend a mix of Exact, Phase and Generic 

words.

Anchor Link Examples:
• Exact Match Anchor  - Keyword is the link
• Phase Match Anchor - the sentence is the link
• Generic Match Anchor - the link is click here



TOPICS TO ENGAGE

Answer Questions Stats and Facts Ethics and 
Sustainability Product Spotlights

How To’s Trending Seasonal Behind the Scenes



GOOGLE FEATURED SNIPPETS

● No exact formula to getting listed.
● 80% of snippets are driven by short paragraph 

answers to questions - no more than 40 to 50 
words.

● 10% of snippets are lists but again try to write the 
list with similar word count to above to answer 
the question.

● Lastly, 10% of results are tables but it still remains 
all about short and snappy answer.

● Good blog to read from Neil Patel here.

POWER UP QUESTIONS
AND HARNESS FEATURED SNIPPETS TOO

ANSWER THE PUBLIC

This tool is great for finding the long tail questions out there 
about your products. One of the best bits about Answer the 
Public is that it provides all the different question syntaxes 
from why to who, how to what, so you can leverage how best 
to support your audience increasing their understanding of 
your business.

MANGOOLS

My organic search tool of choice is Mangools. It is one of the 
most cost effective paid for tools on the market and powers up 
an array of support for search engine optimisation. It offers you 
the ability to research the most popular questions around 
trigger keywords and provide the monthly search volume to 
help guide your content strategy.

https://neilpatel.com/blog/rank-google-featured-snippets/
https://answerthepublic.com/
https://answerthepublic.com/
https://mangools.com/


AMPLIFY WITH PAID

Facebook Instagram Twitter Tik Tok

Snapchat Reddit Outbrain Taboola



CORE NEW OUTREACH

TYPES OF CONTENT
TO LEVERAGE OF ORGANIC SEARCH



POST CONTENT ON EXTERNAL SITES
TO DRIVE LINKS BACK TO YOURS

GOOGLE 

Using a Google Search operator you can manually look to source blogs 
that accept guest posts. Here is an example of what this looks like - 
inurl:”write-for-us” sustainable blogs - Make contact with relevant blogs 
in the results and pitch your idea for content. Keep it original and don’t 
copy an existing blog as no-one likes duplicate content.

TWITTER

Similarly, on Twitter you can use the #writeforus #guestpost to source 
blogs that accept this type of content. Review the Twitter profile to 
source the potential blog URL and make contact via the website. If Direct 
Messaging is available on the profile, this also works really well.

ETHICAL INFLUENCERS

This is a great platform of bloggers and social media influencers that are 
centred upon supporting ethical and sustainable brands. The platform 
allows you to post a campaign to request bloggers to be involved in your 
brand. There is a small fee for this and it is likely the bloggers will want 
some sort of remuneration but it can help you to get lots of people 
talking about your products in a low cost way.

BLOGGERS REQUIRED

Similar to Ethical Influencers, Bloggers Required can help you to find 
bloggers to support your brand. They classify their bloggers into lots of 
categories so it is possible to target sustainable and ethical blogs on this 
platform. As with most paid for platforms, expect quite a few responses 
and filter these down by quality, relevance and authority.

https://www.google.com/search?q=inurl%3A%E2%80%9Dwrite-for-us%E2%80%9D+sustainable+blogs&oq=inurl%3A%E2%80%9Dwrite-for-us%E2%80%9D+sustainable+blogs&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i58.460j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23writeforus&src=typed_query
https://ethicalinfluencers.co.uk/
https://bloggersrequired.com/


WORK WITH INFLUENCERS
TO BUILD BRAND AWARENESS

SOCIAL DIRECT

Manually sourcing influencers on Twitter and Instagram is quite easy but 
time consuming. Find them by using relevant hashtags or keywords that 
have relevance to your products. I would recommend to look for 
micro-influencers circa 5k to 20k followings as these are less likely to 
have agents, high fees and more likely to have a credible following for 
your brand to tap into. Make contact to work out the opportunity of how 
they could grow your brand socially.

INFLUENCITY

Influencity is an introduction platform for brands and influencers. With 
great filtering options you can quickly narrow your list of relevant 
influencers and get in contact directly as the system provides telephone 
numbers and email addresses. The system does help you to manage 
your comms with the influencer but any payment of exposure is dealt 
with directly. A note to their reporting tool gives an idea of the value of 
exposure but it should be taken as a guide based on its methodology.

BRAND AMBASSADORS

As one of the most well established influencer outreach tools, Brand 
Ambassadors it quite often out of reach in terms of pricing for young 
brands. However, hot of the press they are just in the process of 
launching a pay as you go model which will be far less cost prohibitive - 
so watch this space.

TRIBE

Tribe is another pay for influencer support but offers a different spin on 
how this can work. As with all you can use the system to select a list of 
relevant influencers for you but they focus on content creation. You can 
send your product to the influencers and enable them to create great 
imagery about your brand. If you like it, you can then pay them to post 
the content or even use it directly. With a self-serve platform in place you 
can test the concept without having to commit.

https://influencity.com/
https://www.brandbassador.com/
https://www.brandbassador.com/
https://www.tribegroup.co/


AIM HIGH WITH MEDIA COVERAGE
TO EARN HIGH VALUE BRAND CITATIONS

TWITTER

Once again leveraging hashtags in Twitter can help here. Use 
#pressrelease #journorequest to accompany your post on a news story 
you want to shout about. This could be an origin story of the brand, 
behind the scenes content, your opinion on a trending news topic, 
celebrating a significant business milestone, a compelling link to an 
“awareness day” and more. 

PR DISPATCH

If you are interested in getting your products into the gift guides, 
features and lots more - then PR Dispatch offer a low monthly 
subscription fee to help you deliver your own PR directly. As part of the 
subscription they offer training and support for writing the press releases 
for your business, contacts of the editors at the various titles and 
what/when titles are running features.

RESPONSE SOURCE

Response Source is the ultimate journalist request service in the UK. 
Used by many titles, journalist use the platform to reach out for content, 
people to interview, products for guides and more. You can sign up for a 
7 day trial and join the email communications for relevant categories to 
your brand to get a feel for how this works. Speed of response is 
definitely needed, as it is most definitely a first response wins. Post the 
trial, you can sign up on an annual basis to receive the requests daily for 
your chosen categories.

FREELANCE SUPPORT

On Facebook there is a very active Freelance PR Group that I have found 
very useful for sourcing experienced, ethical and well priced freelance 
support for my clients. There is no doubt that knowing the titles, editors 
and approach will help your brand exponentially to secure valuable 
coverage. Coupled with the time saving element it definitely is a more 
affordable route than employing an expensive PR agency.

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23pressrelease&src=typed_query
https://prdispatch.com/
https://www.responsesource.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1655946851392317/


LINKS AWARENESS CITATIONS

WHAT THESE THINGS DO
TO DRIVE ORGANIC SEARCH PERFORMANCE



IMPROVED 
RANKINGS FOR 
CORE CONTENT

WHAT RESULTS TO EXPECT
FROM THIS CONTENT APPROACH

INCREASED 
BRAND 
SEARCH

HIGHER 
ORGANIC AND 

DIRECT TRAFFIC



CONNECT TALK

01202 946964

MAIL

NIKKI@ETHICLY.CO.UK

MAKING A DIGITAL DIFFERENCE

MEET

HARMONIZELY.COM/NIKKI

https://twitter.com/nicola_webb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicola-webb/
mailto:NIKKI@ETHICLY.CO.UK
https://harmonizely.com/nikki



